Introduction
The recent development of superstring theory has shown that these theories are the perturbative expansions of a more general theory where strings are on equal footing with their multidimensional analogs (branes). This theory is called M theory, where M stands for "mysterious" or "membrane."
It was conjectured in [1] that M theory can be defined as a matrix quantum mechanics, obtained from ten-dimensional supersymmetric Yang-Mills (SYM) theory by means of reduction to 0+1 dimensional theory, where the size of the matrix tends to infinity. Another matrix model was suggested in [2] ; it can be obtained by reduction of 10-dimensional SYM theory to a point. The two models, known as the BFSS Matrix model and the IKKT Matrix model, are closely related.
The goal of the present paper is to formulate the IKKT and BFSS Matrix models,
to make more precise the relation between these models, and to study their toroidal compactifications. We will describe a new kind of toroidal compactification and show how the methods of noncommutative geometry can be used to analyze them. The paper is self-contained and, we hope, accessible both to physicists and mathematicians. A mathematician can use it as a very short introduction to Matrix theory.
In section 2 we describe the IKKT model and review the relation of this model to Green-Schwarz superstring theory following [2] .
In section 3 we discuss toroidal compactification along the lines of [3, 1, 4] (see [5] for other references). Compactifying one dimension in the IKKT model leads to a formal relation to the BFSS model (known in the physics literature as "Eguchi-Kawai reduction").
In two and more dimensions, although we start with the same defining relations as [3, 1] , we show that they admit more general solutions than previously considered. These solutions exactly correspond to generalizing vector bundles over the torus to those over the noncommutative torus.
This motivates the introduction of noncommutative geometry, and we discuss the relevant ideas in section 4. Quite strikingly, the defining relations of toroidal compactification in the framework of [1] are precisely the definition of a connection on the noncommutative torus. We describe two commutative tori naturally associated to a noncommutative torus, one to its odd and one to its even cohomology, leading to two commuting SL(2, Z) actions on the Teichmuller space. The moduli space of constant curvature connections, associated to the odd cohomology, will play the role of space-time, just as for conventional toroidal compactification, while the torus associated to the even cohomology and its associated SL(2, Z) has no direct analog in the commuting case.
In section 5 we discuss the new theories as gauge theories, using an explicit Lagrangian written in conventional physical terms. The Lagrangian is of the same general type used to describe supermembranes in [6] , with Poisson brackets replaced by Moyal brackets.
In section 6 we propose a physical interpretation for the new compactifications, in the context of the BFSS model as generalized by Susskind [7] . The matrix theory hypothesis requires them to correspond to solutions of eleven-dimensional supergravity, with spacetime determined as the moduli space of supersymmetric vacua. This is the moduli space of constant curvature connections and thus they must be toroidal compactifications but with non-zero background fields consistent with supersymmetry.
We argue that deforming the commutative torus to the noncommutative torus corresponds to turning on a constant background three-form potential C ij− . In the case of the noncommutative two-torus, we argue that the additional SL(2, Z) duality symmetry predicted by the noncommutative geometry approach is present, and corresponds to Tduality on a two-torus including the compact null dimension. We check that the BPS mass formula as well as the string world-sheet description respect this symmetry. Section 7 contains conclusions.
Introduction to the IKKT model
Our starting point will be the IKKT model in its Euclidean version. We define this model by giving a complex supermanifold as configuration space and an action functional S, considered as a holomorphic function on this space. All physical quantities can be expressed as integrals with an integrand containing exp(−S).
We first make a technical remark which will permit us to avoid complications related to the absence of Majorana-Weyl spinors in the Euclidean setting. As usual to integrate a holomorphic function we should specify a real cycle (real slice), but the integral depends only on the homology class of the cycle (in non-compact case one should consider an appropriate relative homology). It is important to emphasize that the integral of a holomorphic function over a complex supermanifold equipped with a complex volume element does not depend on the choice of "odd part" of a real slice (i.e. to define the integral we should specify only the real slice in the body of supermanifold). We work with Weyl spinors (i.e.
with quantities that transform according to one of the irreducible representations in the decomposition of the spinor representation of SO(10, C) into left and right parts). Due to the absence of Majorana-Weyl spinors there is no SO(10, C)-invariant real slice, but this is irrelevant for us.
The symbol Π is used to denote the parity reversion (e.g. ΠR m|n = R n|m ).
Let us consider an action functional
where X i , i = 0, 1, . . . , 9 are elements of a complex Lie algebra G equipped with an invariant bilinear inner product , , Ψ α , α = 1, . . . , 16 are elements of ΠG and Γ i αβ are ten-dimensional Dirac matrices. R is a constant of normalization whose significance will be explained below.
The functional (2.1) is invariant with respect to the action of complex orthogonal group SO(10, C) if X 0 , . . . , X 9 transform as a vector and Ψ 1 , . . . , Ψ 16 as a Weyl spinor.
More precisely if C 10 stands for the space of fundamental representation of SO(10, C) and S for the space of irreducible sixteen-dimensional two-valued representation of SO(10, C), then X ∈ G ⊗ C 10 and Ψ ∈ ΠG ⊗ S. Elements X 0 , . . . , X 9 and Ψ 1 , . . . , Ψ 16 are components of X and Ψ in fixed bases in C 10 and S respectively. Matrices Γ i αβ correspond to the operators Γ i acting in S ⊕ S * and obeying Γ i Γ j + Γ j Γ i = 2δ ij . (The operators Γ i act on the space of spinor representation of orthogonal group. Taking into account that the number 10 has the form 4n + 2 we see that this space can be decomposed into direct sum of irreducible representation S and dual representation S * . The operator Γ i acts from S into S * . There is an invariant bilinear pairing between S and S * which we have implicitly used in this formula.)
The functional (2.1) is also invariant with respect to infinitesimal gauge transfor-
with U ∈ G, and with respect to supersymmetry
where ε and ξ are Weyl spinors (i.e. ε ∈ S, ξ ∈ S) and γ belongs to the center of G. Here
We fixed an orthonormal basis in C 10 and therefore the distinction between upper and lower indices is irrelevant.)
If A is an associative algebra with trace then the corresponding Lie algebra (i.e. A equipped with the operation [x, y] = xy−yx) has an invariant inner product x, y = Tr xy.
In particular, we can consider the algebra of complex N × N matrices: A = Mat N (C).
Then (2.1) is the action functional of the IKKT Matrix model suggested in [2] .
Another term invariant under the symmetry (2.2) which can be added to the action in this case is
Although it vanishes for finite N , it will play a role in the limit N → ∞.
The functional (2.1) is a holomorphic function on the superspace C 10|16 × Mat N (superspace of states); i.e. on the space of rows (X 0 , . . . , X 9 , Ψ 1 , . . . , Ψ 16 ) where X i are even complex N × N matrices and Ψ α are odd complex N × N matrices. Physical quantities (e.g., correlation functions) are defined in terms of an integral over a real slice in the body of this superspace; for example we can require hermiticity of the matrices X 0 , . . . , X 9 .
Physical interpretation
It was conjectured in [2] that this functional integral in the limit N, R → ∞ with N/R fixed can be used as a non-perturbative definition of the type IIb superstring theory. This conjecture is prompted by the remark that the action functional (2.1) is closely related to the action functional of Green-Schwarz superstring in the case when G = C ∞ (M ) is a Lie algebra of complex smooth functions on two-dimensional compact manifold M equipped with a symplectic structure. (The commutator is given by the Poisson bracket, the inner product (f, g) is defined as an integral of f · g over M .) More precisely, one should consider the set V of all symplectic structures on M . The action functional of Green-Schwarz IIB string in certain gauge (so called Schild gauge) coincides with a functional defined on and V is the volume of M ; both S and V are calculated by means of symplectic structure
Using the remark above one can check easily that the action functional of GreenSchwarz string can be obtained from the IKKT Matrix model in the limit N → ∞.
The proof that the Green-Schwarz string can be described by means of action functional (2.1) requires some work (see [2] ). However, almost without calculation one can say that bosonic part of the action functional S − µV leads at the level of classical equations of motion to the standard bosonic string. This follows from the remark that the area of embedded surface (Nambu-Goto action) can be expressed in terms of Poisson bracket:
where M is a two-dimensional manifold with symplectic structure corresponding to the 2-form ω. If ω = const · dξ 1 · dξ 2 we can identify equations of motion for Nambu-Goto string with equations of motion corresponding to a functional we get replacing the exponent 1/2 in the expression for the area by any other number and including an additional term−µV .(
The new functional depends not only on fields X i , but also on symplectic structure on M ;
symplectic volume of M is denoted by V .) In particular, taking the exponent equal to 1 we see that bosonic part of the action S − µV leads to the standard equations of motion of bosonic string. Therefore the theory obtained from this action can be considered as supersymmetrization of bosonic string; hence in any case it leads to a kind of superstring.
One can construct a sequence of maps σ N : C ∞ (M ) → Mat N where M is a twodimensional compact symplectic manifold in such a way that in the limit N → ∞
The connection between action functionals of IKKT Matrix model and Green-Schwarz superstring follows immediately from the existence of maps σ N . The maps σ N can be constructed explicitly when M is a sphere or a torus (see e.g. [3] ). The existence of such maps can be derived from well-known properties of quantization procedure. Recall, that in semiclassical approximation (h → 0) the commutator of quantum observables is related to the Poisson bracket of classical observables:
Here σh(f ) stands for the operator corresponding to a function f ∈ C ∞ (M ) where M is a symplectic manifold. Rigorous construction of the maps σh can be given in the case when M is a Kaehler manifold. If M is compact, then the number of quantum states is finite;
in semiclassical approximation it is equal to
This means that σh(f ) can be regarded as N × N matrix. Using these remarks and the
we obtain the necessary properties of maps σ N in the case dim M = 2. We also see that the limit N, R → ∞ should be taken with N/R fixed to keep the action finite. The case dim M > 2 also makes sense and describes higher dimensional objects, branes.
Let us notice that we can weaken the conditions on the Lie algebra G, assuming that the inner product is defined only on its commutant G ′ (i.e. on the minimal ideal containing all elements of the form [A, B], A ∈ G, B ∈ G). The algebra G acts on G ′ by means of adjoint representation; we assume that the inner product on G ′ is invariant with respect to this action. In this case the expression (2.1) still makes sense if X 0 , . . . , X 9 ∈ G,
All symmetries of the functional (2.1) remain valid in this more general situation.
The functional (2.1) can be obtained from ten-dimensional SYM theory by means of reduction to a point (in other words, we restrict the action functional of this theory to constant fields). It is interesting to notice that conversely the action functional of SYM theory on R 10 is contained in (2.1) for the case when G consists of operators acting on C ∞ (R 10 ) and having the form A + B where A is a first order differential operator with constant coefficients and B is an operator of multiplication on a function decreasing at infinity.
It is easy to verify that the functional (2.1) makes sense for the Lie algebra at hand (one should apply the remark above).
A BPS state is defined as a state that is annihilated by some of the supersymmetry transformations. Let us consider a state determined by matrices X 0 , ..., X 9 obeying the condition that all commutators [X i , X j ] are scalar matrices.(We assume that Ψ α = 0.) It is easy to find linear combinations of supersymmetry transformations that annihilate such a state and check that one half of supersymmetries are preserved. Of course, a commutator of two finite-dimensional matrices cannot be a non-zero scalar matrix. However, we can consider BPS states determined by infinite-dimensional matrices; they are important because we take the limit when the size of matrices tends to infinity.
Toroidal compactification
Let us first discuss the compactification of IKKT model on a circle. We would like to restrict the action functional of this model to the subspace consisting of points (X i , Ψ α ) that remain in the same gauge class after a shift by a real number 2πR 0 in the direction X 0 . In other words, we should consider such points that there exists an invertible matrix
Taking the trace of both sides of the first equation we see that finite-dimensional matrices cannot satisfy these conditions. However, if X i and Ψ α are operators in infinite-dimensional
Hilbert space H one can easily find solutions of (3.1). Let H be a space of functions f (s) depending on the point s ∈ S 1 = R/2πZ and taking values in Hilbert space E (i.e.
Then we can take
Here A k (s) and ψ α (s) are functions on S 1 taking values in the space of operators acting on E; they can be considered in natural way as operators acting on H.
We will restrict ourselves to the case when the operators X k are Hermitian and the operator U is unitary. Then the operators A k (s) should be Hermitian for every s ∈ S 1 .
One can prove that all other solutions to (3.1) are unitary equivalent (gauge equivalent)
to the solution (3.2). To give a proof we consider the decomposition of H into a direct sum H = m∈Z H m of X 0 -invariant subspaces where the spectrum of the Hermitian operator
It is clear that U acts from H m into H m+1 ; moreover U can be regarded as an isomorphism of H m and H m+1 . This statement permits us to identify H with a direct sum of infinite number of copies of E = H 0 . In other words, a point of H can be considered as an E-valued function on Z and the operator U corresponds to a shift m → m+1. Replacing ℓ m , m ∈ Z, with a function m ℓ m e ims we obtain a representation of arbitrary solution to (3.1) in the form (3.2).
We should return now to finite-dimensional matrices. As we have seen only approximate solutions to (3.1) are possible in this case. To obtain such solutions we assume that E has finite dimension M , and replace the differential operator iR 0 ∂ ∂s by a difference operator that tends to iR 0 ∂ ∂s in the limit when lattice spacing a tends to zero. Substituting these approximate solutions in the action functional of the IKKT model and taking a → 0 we obtain (after rescaling) an action functional of the form
where ∇ϕ = R(iR 0
This can be regarded as the action functional for matrix quantum mechanics, with s a compact Euclidean time coordinate. After Wick rotation, we obtain conventional matrix quantum mechanics, the starting point for the BFSS model. One can also say that compactified IKKT model is the BFSS model at finite temperature, and obtain the non-compactified IKKT model in the limit when the temperature tends to infinity.
Compactification on the standard T 2
Let us consider now a compactification of the IKKT model in two directions, X 0 and X 1 . This means that we should solve the equations
Here R 0 and R 1 are complex constants considered as scalar operators. We will describe solutions to these equations where X i , Ψ α and U j are operators on an infinite-dimensional
Hilbert space H.
It is easy to derive from (3.4) that
1 commutes with X i and Ψ α . Therefore it is natural to assume that
is a scalar operator, i.e.
where λ ≡ e 2πiθ is a complex constant.
First of all, it is easy to analyze the case λ = 1. In this case one can consider H as the space of E-valued functions on the torus S 1 × S 1 , where E is a Hilbert space, and One can check that this solution of (3.4), used in [3, 1, 4] , is in some sense generic.
The discussion in the previous subsection generalizes to show that the action functional becomes that for two-dimensional SYM, and after Wick rotation becomes that for 1 + 1
(one space and one time) dimensional SYM. Thus the BFSS model compactified on S 1 is described by 1 + 1 dimensional SYM.
Finally, given a d-dimensional solution, we can produce a d + 1-dimensional solution which can be used to define the BFSS model compactified on a d-dimensional space, by choosing another matrix coordinate X d+1 and adjoining the relation
where U d+1 commutes with all other U i and X i . Thus we can regard any solution to (3.4) as also defining a compactification of the BFSS model on T 2 .
Compactification on noncommutative T 2
We now study the solutions to (3.4) and (3.5) for the case λ = 1. Let us suppose that U 0 , U 1 are fixed. Then we can start by finding a particular solution. After that we will describe the set E consisting of all operators commuting with U 0 , U 1 . The general solution to (3.4) has the form X 0 = x 0 + A 0 , X 1 = x 1 + A 1 , where (x 0 , x 1 ) is a particular solution, and A 0 , A 1 ∈ E. To get the general solution we also take as X i , i > 1 arbitrary even elements of E, and as Ψ α arbitrary odd elements of E.
Let us consider the space C q as the space C(Z q ) of functions on finite group Z q = Z/qZ.
For every q ∈ Z, p ∈ Z q (with p and q relatively prime) we define the operator W 0 as the operator transforming the function f (k) into f (k − p) and the operator W 1 as the operator of multiplication by exp(−2πik/q). It is easy to check that
We can construct also operators V 0 and V 1 acting on the space of smooth functions on R of fast decrease at infinity as operators transforming a function f (s) into e 2πiγs f (s) and f (s + 1) respectively. These operators obey
If γ is real, the operators V 0 and V 1 act on the Schwartz space H ≡ S(R). They can be considered also as unitary operators on the space of square-integrable functions on R. In the general case one can consider V 0 and V 1 , as operators on the space of smooth functions that decrease faster than any exponential function. Now we consider the operators U 0 = V 0 ⊗W 0 and U 1 = V 1 ⊗ W 1 acting on the space H p,q of functions defined on R × Z q . They obey
and thus we have a solution of (3.
One can describe U 0 and U 1 directly as operators transforming a function f (s, k) where
We define the operators X 0 and X 1 on this function space, to be denoted H p,q , by the formula
It is easy to check that these operators obey (3.4) with R 0 = 2πνγ and
This result can also be thought of determining the dimension of H p,q , by identifyingh ∼ R 0 R 1 /2πγ and using the semiclassical result (2.5). This leads to dim H = |γ| and
a result we discuss further below. This will turn out to agree with the notion of dimension in noncommutative geometry, as we explain in section 4.
Now we should describe the set E of operators commuting with U 0 and U 1 . It is easy to verify that the operator Z 0 defined by
commutes with U 0 , U 1 , and the operator
, νq = 2πa, ap + bq = 1, a and b are integers.
Of course, all operators obtained from Z 0 , Z 1 by means of addition and multiplication and all limits of such operators commute with U 0 , U 1 ; one can prove that all operators commuting with U 0 , U 1 can be obtained this way. In other words, the algebra E of operators commuting with U 0 , U 1 is generated by Z 0 , Z 1 . They obey the commutation relation
with λ ′ ≡ e 2πiθ ′ and
where a and b are integers obeying ap + bq = 1. Thus we can think of A 0 , A 1 and the remaining X i and Ψ as fields on the dual noncommutative torus with parameter θ ′ .
Dimension formula via explicit limiting construction
We can think of the solutions of the previous section as obtained by taking the limit of a finite dimensional matrix construction. Besides being slightly more concrete, this will allow us to justify the formula (3.10). For more detail on such constructions see [8] .
To find finite dimensional approximate solutions of (3.4), we can replace the function space on which the operators V i act with a lattice approximation C(Z M ). So, we introduce a lattice spacing a and replace the variable s with an where n = 0, . . . , M −1. The operators V i can then be represented by "clock and shift" operators isomorphic to W i but acting on C(Z M ). In the limit M → ∞, these will be able to approximate (3.6) with an arbitrary γ.
The limit M → ∞ is then taken with a simultaneous rescaling of the trace to keep it finite. The point is that this rescaling should be determined by "local" considerations, meaning local either in "index space" or in the resulting string or membrane world-volume theory. Such a local rescaling should depend on the lattice spacing and the volume of the world-sheet; for example we can have
and comparing with (3.8) determines the lattice spacing ν ∼ 1/a and volume = M a = τ .
This determines a rescaled trace
Now the factors 2π/R 0 R 1 are local and so it is a matter of convention whether we keep them in the definition, but the factor γ is not. We will drop the 2π and associate the factor 1/R 0 R 1 with the volume of the two-torus, 1/R 0 R 1 = T 2 1. This determines the final trace
Tr final = γ Tr original and the dimension dim H ∼ Tr 1 ∼ γ. Finally, taking the tensor product with the space C(Z q ) on which the U i act leads to the formula (3.10).
It is important to notice that we can construct many other approximate solutions adding terms that can be neglected when we remove the cutoff; they don't change the action functional we obtained. However, due to ultraviolet divergences they can contribute to physical quantities. If the action functional of the compactified theory is nonrenormalizable, one expects that the contribution of other approximate solutions can be described in terms of additional fields arising in the theory. This remark may give an explanation of the origin of the new fields found in [9] .
Compactification on T d
This discussion generalizes directly to the multidimensional torus as follows. Let
We should find oper-
and operators X 0 , . . . , X 9 obeying
We restrict ourselves to the most interesting case when τ 
These operators act on the space S(Γ) consisting of functions on Γ that tend to zero at infinity faster than any power. It is easy to check that U 1 , . . . , U d obey (3.13) with
Now we can define operators X k in the following way:
Here we represent Γ as
It is easy to check that X 0 , . . . , X 9 obey (3.14) with
where a ki stands for the i-th component of the projection of a k ∈ R m × Γ ′ onto R m and α ik is defined by the formula
The commutator [X k , X j ] is a scalar operator (a c-number), therefore X 0 , . . . , X 9 determine a BPS state.
To find other solutions of (3.14) we should describe the algebra E of operators commuting with U 1 , . . . , U d . It is easy to check that an operator Z transforming f (γ) into
Under certain conditions one can prove that the algebra E is generated by operators Z of this form.
Noncommutative geometry approach
Noncommutative geometry starts from the duality of a space with its algebra of functions: knowing the structure of the associative commutative algebra C(X) of complexvalued continuous functions on topological space X we can restore the space X. This means that all topological notions can be expressed in terms of algebraic properties of C(X). For example, vector bundles over compact space X can be identified with projective modules over C(X). (By definition a projective module is a module that can be embedded into a free module as a direct summand. Talking about modules we have in mind left modules. We consider only finitely generated modules. The space of continuous sections of vector bundle over X can be regarded as a C(X)-module; this module is projective.)
It was shown that one can introduce many important geometric notions and prove highly non-trivial theorems considering an associative algebra A as the noncommutative analog of topological space. For example, a vector bundle is by definition a projective module over A and one can develop a theory of such bundles generalizing the standard topological theory. In particular, one can introduce a notion of a connection, containing as a special case the standard notion. We will not give the most general definition of connection but restrict ourselves to the case when the algebra A is considered together with a Lie algebra G of derivations of A; the generators of G will be denoted by α 1 , . . . , α d .
If H is a projective module over A ("a vector bundle over A") we define a connection in H as a set of linear operators ∇ 1 , . . . , ∇ d acting on H and satisfying
In the case when A is an algebra of smooth functions on R d or on the torus T d we obtain the standard notion of connection in a vector bundle. 
where f k ij are structure constants of G also belongs to E. It is clear that F ij should be considered as a curvature of the connection ∇ i .
Let us specify the notions above for the case when A is d-dimensional noncommutative torus, i.e. an algebra T C with generators U a satisfying relations
(Here a, b = 1, . . . , d, C ab are complex numbers, C ab = C −1 ba .) In the case when |C ab | = 1 the algebra T C can be equipped with an antilinear involution * obeying U *
A is a * -algebra). The name "noncommutative torus" is used also for various completions of T C ; at this moment we don't fix a specific completion. (One can say that different completions specify different classes of "functions" on the same noncommutative space.) Let us fix an abelian Lie algebra G of automorphisms of T C generated by operators α 1 , . . . , α d given by
In other words, taking −i∇ k = X k , we find a solution to the equation (3.14), defining a toroidal compactification of Matrix theory.
We see that the classification of toroidal compactifications can be reduced to a problem studied in noncommutative geometry, and treated in detail in [10] , where proofs of the following statements can be found. First of all one should fix a module H over the noncommutative torus; we restrict ourselves to projective modules. Then we should find the endomorphism algebra E = End T C H of the module H, and construct one connection ∇ 1 , . . . , ∇ d . After that the general solution to the equations
can be written in the form
Here A s , 1 ≤ s ≤ 10 are arbitrary elements of E, ψ α are arbitrary elements of ΠE.
A fairly complete mathematical theory of projective modules and of connections on these modules exists for the case when noncommutative torus T C is a * -algebra (i.e. in the case |C ab | = 1. In this case it is natural to consider a completion T ∞ C of the algebra T C generated by U 1 , . . . , U d including power series
where the coefficients C α 1 ... It can be proven that such an inner product always exists. One can introduce a notion of a connection ∇ i compatible with Hermitian metric requiring that ; it follows from the statements above that in the case where this module is projective, there exist self-adjoint operators X 1 , . . . , X d obeying (3.14). It remains to find the algebra E of endomorphisms of the module H to get a description of general solution of (3.13), (3.14) . Under certain conditions one can prove that E is isomorphic to a noncommutative torus T C ′ that is dual to the original torus T C in some sense. In more complicated situations one can get as E an algebra of matrices with entries from the noncommutative torus. However, in any case the algebra E has a trace. One can prove that many of properties of the algebra E are the same as for torus T C . (More precisely, these two algebras are strongly Morita equivalent.) If operators ∇ 1 , . . . , ∇ d constitute a connection on module H then it is easy to check that for every e ∈ E we have [∇ a , e] ∈ E and Tr[∇ a , e] = 0 (i.e. the trace on E is invariant with respect to the natural action of the connection on E). Using this remark and the fact that [∇ a , ∇ b ] = F ab ∈ E we see that the functional (2.1) can be considered as a functional on the space of all connections; we interpret this functional as the action functional of the compactified theory.
The curvature of a connection in our case when G is an abelian Lie algebra takes the
In the case of d = 2 an explicit description of all projective modules over T ∞ C and connections in these modules was given in [10] . The preceding section contains basically a translation of some results of this paper into a simpler language. Namely, the formula (3.7)
shows that the operators U 0 , U 1 determine a module over a noncommutative torus T C with C 01 = exp(−2πiθ) where θ = γ − p/q, θ and γ are real numbers, p and q are relatively prime integers. We will denote this module by H θ p,q ; one can prove that it is projective. We can consider also a projective module (H θ p,q ) n consisting of n copies of H p,q . Algebra E n of endomorphisms of the module (H θ p,q ) n is isomorphic to the algebra Mat N (E) of matrices with entries from the algebra E of endomorphisms of H θ p,q . We stated already that algebra E is generated by operators Z 0 , Z 1 ; therefore it is isomorphic to noncommutative torus n ; it is proved in [10] that every compatible connection with constant curvature in (H θ p,q ) n can be obtained this way (up to gauge equivalence) and that moduli space of such connections with respect to gauge equivalence can be identified with (T 2 ) n /S n . Here T 2 is two-dimensional torus and the symmetric group S n acts in standard way on (T 2 ) n .
In the case when λ = exp(−2πiθ) and θ is irrational, free modules and modules (H θ p,q ) n exhaust all projective modules over noncommutative torus T ∞ C . In the case when θ is rational there are additional projective modules, also described in [10] . We will not repeat this description; however, it is interesting to mention that the identification of the moduli space of compatible connections having constant curvature with (T 2 ) n /S n remains valid in all cases.
The usual notion of dimension of a vector bundle extends to projective modules over the NC torus, but it is no longer necessarily an integer or even a rational number. With the above notations one has dim H p,q = |p − q θ| . This is obtained in two equivalent ways. The first one is to write the projective module as the range of a projection P belonging to the q × q matrices over the algebra, the trace of P is then well defined and independent of any choice, provided the trace on the algebra is equal to 1 on the unit element. The second one is to count the least number l(N ) of generators of the direct sum of N copies of the module over the weak closure of the algebra.
The dimension is then the limit of the ratio l(N )/N .
The K theory group which classifies projective modules is the rank two abelian group Even though these modules do not in general have integral dimension, the integral curvature Tr F is independent of the choice of connection and remains quantized. The reason behind this fact is that the integral curvature computes the index of a Fredholm operator (cf [11] ).
Moduli space and duality for T θ
We shall now describe the natural moduli space (or more precisely, its covering Teichmuller space) for the noncommutative tori, together with a natural action of SL(2, Z) on this space. The discussion parallels the description of the moduli space of elliptic curves but we shall find that our moduli space is the boundary of the latter space.
We first observe that as the parameter θ ∈ R/Z varies from 1 to 0 in the above construction of H θ p,q one gets a monodromy, using the isomorphism
. The computation shows that this monodromy is given by the transformation 1 −1 0 1 i.e.,
x → x − y, y → y in terms of the (x, y) coordinates in the K group. This shows that in order to follow the θ-dependence of the K group, we should consider the algebra A together with a choice of isomorphism,
Exactly as the Jacobian of an elliptic curve appears as a quotient of the (1, 0) part of the cohomology by the lattice of integral classes, we can associate canonically to A the following data:
1) The ordinary two dimensional torus T = HC even (A)/K 0 (A) quotient of the cyclic homology of A by the image of K theory under the Chern character map,
2) The foliation F (of the above torus) given by the natural filtration of cyclic homology (dual to the filtration of HC even ).
3) The transversal T to the foliation given by the geodesic joining 0 to the class [1] ∈ K 0 of the trivial bundle.
It turns out that the algebra associated to the foliation F , and the transversal T is isomorphic to A, and that a purely geometric construction associates to every element α ∈ K 0 its canonical representative from the transversal given by the geodesic joining 0 to α. (Elements of the algebra associated to the transversal T are just matrices a(i, j)
where the indices (i, j) are arbitrary pairs of elements i, j of T which belong to the same leaf. The algebraic rules are the same as for ordinary matrices. Elements of the module associated to another transversal T ′ are rectangular matrices, and the dimension of the module is the transverse measure of T ′ )
This gives the above description of the modules H p,q (where in fact the correct formulation uses the Fourier transform of f rather than f ). The above is in perfect analogy with the isomorphism of an elliptic curve with its Jacobian. The striking difference is that we use the even cohomology and K group instead of the odd ones.
It shows that, using the isomorphism ρ, the whole situation is described by a foliation dx = θdy of R 2 where the exact value of θ (not only modulo 1) does matter now.
Now the space of translation invariant foliations of R 2 is the boundary N of the space M of translation invariant conformal structures on R 2 , and with Z 2 ⊂ R 2 a fixed lattice, they both inherit an action of SL(2, Z). We now describe this action precisely in terms of the pair (A, ρ).
define a new algebra A ′ as the commutant of A in E, i.e. as
It turns out (this is called Morita equivalence) that there is a canonical map µ from
to K 0 (A) (obtained as a tensor product over A ′ ) and the isomorphism ρ
obtained by
This gives an action of SL(2, Z) on pairs (A, ρ) with irrational θ (the new value of θ is (aθ + b)/(cθ + d) and for rational values one has to add a point at ∞).
Finally another group SL(2, Z) appears when we discuss the moduli space of flat metrics on T 2 θ . Provided we imitate the usual construction of Teichmüller space by fixing an isomorphism,
of the odd K group with Z 2 , the usual discussion goes through and the results of [10] show that for all values of θ one has a canonical isomorphism of the moduli space with the upper half plane M divided by the usual action of SL(2, Z). Moreover, one shows that the two actions of SL(2, Z) actually commute. The striking fact is that the relation between the two Teichmuller spaces,
is preserved by the diagonal action of SL(2, Z).
Gauge theory on the noncommutative torus
An interesting open problem is to classify all gauge theory Lagrangians admiting maximal supersymmetry, i.e. 16 real supersymmetries. It has been shown that the only such Lagrangians with terms having at most two derivatives are the dimensional reductions of ten-dimensional super Yang-Mills [12] .
A different example with higher derivative terms is the Born-Infeld generalization of SYM which appears as the world-volume Lagrangian of N parallel D-branes. Although the Lagrangian is known explicitly only for gauge group U (1), the type I superstring theory provides an implicit definition for all classical groups (see [13] for a recent discussion).
Gauge theory on the noncommutative torus provides another example (although, one which loses Lorentz invariance). As in section 3, we can regard certain solutions of (3 .5) or (3.13) as defining continuous field configurations on the noncommutative torus. Specializing the SYM action (2.1) to these configurations defines a generalization of the d + 1-dimensional SYM action. This type of construction was first made in [10] and is fairly well known in the physics literature following the work [6] . The supermembrane theory of [6] is the 2 + 1 dimensional case, in the limit in which the Moyal bracket becomes the Poisson bracket. The bosonic truncation of the Moyal bracket Lagrangian has been considered in [14] . (See also [15, 16] and references there for recent related work).
Let us make the construction more concrete in the particular case of the manifold T θ 2 . We will do this for an irreducible module, leading to a "U (1)" connection described by a single one-form on T 2 , but all of the definitions can be applied with matrix-valued fields as well. As discussed in section 3, the general solution of (3.5) for the fields A, X and Ψ can be expressed as a sum of the particular solution (3.8) with a general element of the algebra T θ ′ 2 . If we choose an identification of elements of this algebra with functions on T 2 , we can write a conventional gauge theory Lagrangian in terms of these functions.
Let us set R 1 = R 2 = 2π for simplicity and choose the identification
The phase factor is present to simplify the reality condition,
(with the last equality for U (1)). We take the index i = 1, 2, while 0 ≤ µ ≤ 9 is the original SO(10) vector index. The constant curvature connection
acts as the elementary derivation,
2)
The trace on T θ ′ 2 is simply represented by
while multiplication is represented by the star product
The action (2.1) depends only on the commutator
where {f, g} θ ′ is related to the usual Moyal bracket as {f, g} θ ′ = iθ ′ {f, g} M.B.h=θ ′ .
Thus we can write the curvature as
and covariant derivative as
Introducing a gauge coupling constant and adding the term (2.3), the bosonic action
It enjoys the gauge invariance
Adding fermions, minimally coupled using the covariant derivative (5.7), produces a maximally supersymmetric action with the supersymmetry (2.2).
We can generalize the construction to p + 1 dimensions and as long as θ 0i = 0, these are Lagrangians with two time derivatives which admit a conventional canonical formulation and canonical quantization. Even θ 0i = 0 looks formally sensible in the context of functional integral quantization.
It is an important question whether the higher dimensional theories are renormalizable; whether we have listed all the renormalized couplings; and whether they actually respect the maximal supersymmetry. Of course from a mathematical point of view this is still a conjecture even for conventional SYM, and we will address this question elsewhere.
Let us make two comments, however, supporting the idea that these theories could be renormalizable in dimensions p ≤ 3 (just as in the conventional case).
First, for rational θ, these theories are equivalent to particular sectors in the standard renormalizable U (N ) gauge theories. To the extent that observables are continuous in θ (which should not be taken for granted), this is already a strong argument.
Second, for general θ, perturbation theory based on the action (5.8) and its matrix generalization is very similar to conventional gauge perturbation theory, with the main difference being additional factors such as exp iθ ′ ij k i k ′ j in the interaction vertices. The presence of the i in the exponent leads to significant differences with general higher derivative field theory and indeed the oscillatory nature of these factors make the sums over loop momenta more convergent than in conventional gauge theory.
We also note that these theories are non-local* without any preferred scale (the parameter θ is dimensionless). This shows up in the leading (tree level) scattering of a particle from a plane wave background. Thus they would not arise as low energy limits of local field theory, and this is why they have not played a major role in physics so far. However, there is no known reason why this should disqualify them from use in matrix theory.
We finally note that the action (5.8) can be generalized to a general (curved) manifold with a metric and a Poisson structure, by replacing f * g with the star product of deformation quantization [17] . Generally speaking, the result should be an action derived along the lines of [18] . Thus the new parameters in this type of compactification are quite generally the additional choice of a Poisson structure, or equivalently (in the non-degenerate case) a closed two-form θ.
* in the usual sense; it may well emerge that they are local in some modified sense.
Conserved charges and energies of BPS states
In section 6 we will use this construction on T 2 θ × R to define the BFSS model on the non-commutative torus. We will use the quantization of the conserved charges and the energies of the corresponding BPS states.
This action can be obtained following the discussion in section 2 with compact X 0 and θ 0i = 0, and Wick rotating X 0 to a time coordinate t on R; The only changes to (5.8) are to make the fields depend on t as well and to include ∂/∂t terms in (5.6), (5.7)and (5.9).
The conserved quantities in p + 1 gauge theory on T p all have analogs here. There are the total electric flux 10) and the total magnetic flux
There is a conserved stress tensor which can be derived by the usual Noether procedure, or by evaluating the conventional gauge theory stress tensor
on the configurations. This leads to the conserved momenta
We could rewrite it using (5.10) and (5.11) as
where P ′ i is the contribution from non-constant modes of the fields. If one considers a state of definite charge, and adiabatically varies the parameters of the theory, it is possible that the conserved quantities which remain fixed are not the naive charges but instead linear combinations depending on the parameters. For example, the action for SYM with p = 3 has an additional topological term b F ∧ F , and it is known that the charge which is fixed under variations of b is E i ≡ e i + bǫ ijk m jk [19] . It is this charge which enters into the energy formula for a BPS state.
We will need the analogous statements for this theory. Without a precise definition of the quantum theory, they will be somewhat conjectural. The assumption we will make is that m ij and the total momentum P i remain fixed. Since these are quantized even in the classical theory, it seems very plausible that they remain fixed under deformation.
The arguments of section 3 leading to the relations (3.9) and (3.10),
imply that these are the correct normalization and flux quantization conditions in this gauge theory. Here V = det g where g ij is the metric on the moduli space of flat connections, generalizing slightly the discussion of section 3 where g ii = R Together they imply
(5.12)
Non-zero electric flux E i and internal momentum P ′ i will also contribute to the energy. Their leading contribution is determined entirely by the quadratic terms in (5.8) and the only effect on these of turning on θ is a change in the overall normalization of the action (from Tr 1) leading to the same overall rescaling of their contributions to the energy. At least on the classical level, it is easy to write explicit solutions with non-zero E i (A i = E i t) or P ′ i (a plane wave with transverse polarization) for which this is exact; these are BPS states in the gauge theory and so this classical result should be exact.
This leads to the idea that both P i and (P ′ ) i are fixed under variations of θ. This is only possible if e i varies and the combination which remains fixed is
Such an effect is possible because the original action (2.1) was a function only of the combination X i + A i . Distinguishing the shift of the constant mode of A i generated by E i , from the shift of X i generated by P j requires making an choice of convention, which could be θ-dependent.
Adding these contributions and allowing the topological terms (2.3) and αTr 1 leads to the final formula for the energy,
In section 6, we will see that this result is symmetric under the SL(2, Z) × SL(2, Z) action described in section 4.
Physical interpretation
We will shortly propose an interpretation for the BFSS model compactified on T θ , generalizing that for the commutative torus θ = 0. In this case the accepted interpretation [7] is that it is a non-perturbative definition of M theory compactified on the manifold 
are tangent space indices). The action is
Besides general covariance the theory enjoys local supersymmetry, acting as
where η is a 32 component Majorana spinor, e µ I an elfbein, Γ A = Γ µ e µ A are the Dirac matrices and Γ I 1 ...
is an antisymmetrized product with weight one. There is also a symmetry under gauge transformations δC = dλ.
In direct analogy to the discussion of global symmetry in general relativity (diffeomorphisms which preserve the background metric correspond to Killing vectors), local supersymmetry transformations which preserve the background are interpreted as global supersymmetries. The usual case of interest is ψ I = 0 and in this case supersymmetric vacua are characterized by the existence of solutions η to
Maximal supersymmetry is the case in which any constant η is a solution to ( for d > 2 a three-form tensor C ijk on T d . We will work with coordinates
and explicit components g ij and C ijk .
For d = 2 it is convenient to use instead the complex modulus τ and volume V , for which the metric is
The moduli space of compactifications is then F ×R + where F ≡ SL(2, Z)\SL(2, R)/SO (2) is the usual fundamental domain.
For d > 2, the analogous moduli space would be
However this is only a subspace of the moduli space, because of the additional
2)/6 parameters C ijk . There will also be additional identifications leading to the physical moduli spaces, as we review in the next section.
The BFSS model is supposed to reproduce M theory but with the modification will not be relevant in the present work.
BPS states and U-duality
We now ask how the physics looks at length scales much larger than any scale associated with the compactification T d . Such an observer will see an effective space-time M 1,10−d and dynamics governed by an action which (to zeroth approximation) is obtained by restricting all fields in (6.1) to be constant on T d . The resulting theory will contain fields which transform as one-form gauge potentials on M 1,10−d ; clearly these will include g iµ and C ijµ . These couple to particles carrying conserved charges which we denote e i and m ij respectively.
Standard considerations show that e i is the usual conserved momentum e i = (−i/2π)∂/∂x i , in our conventions integrally quantized, and thus charged particles exist.
They are simply particles of the quantized theory (6.1) with non-zero internal momentum (or "Kaluza-Klein modes").
The particles carrying m ij are perhaps less familiar but this is where the characteristic features of M theory start to appear. The Lagrangian (6.1) admits a wide variety of solitonic solutions characterized by the charges * G and G. If G were the two-form field strength of four-dimensional abelian gauge theory, these integrals would be electric and magnetic charges, respectively. Although here G is a fourth rank tensor, they share most of the same properties: non-trivial solutions must contain singularities of C, but away from these singularities the charges are conserved and satisfy a relative Dirac quantization condition.*
The charges are defined as integrals over a seven-cycle and four-cycle respectively and so the natural singularities are a 2 + 1-dimensional hypersurface and a 5 + 1-dimensional hypersurface (respectively). Such solutions are referred to as two-branes (more usually, membranes) and five-branes; the definition of M theory includes the statement that these two solutions (each carrying a quantized unit of charge) describe well-defined objects in the theory.
Given this assumption, it follows that M theory compactified on T 2 contains a particle with unit m 12 charge. It is simply a membrane with the 2 + 1 hypersurface taken to be T 2 × R for some time-like geodesic R ⊂ M 1,10−d . This is referred to as a "wrapped membrane." Similarly, compactification on T d will contain particles with any specified m ij = 1. Wrapped five-branes will also correspond to particles for d ≥ 5.
* Strictly speaking, the Chern-Simons term in (6.1) modifies the conserved 'electric' charge
Both Kaluza-Klein modes and wrapped membranes are BPS states -although (6.3) admits no solutions in the generic configuration, for these configurations it does. This is a far-reaching statement, some of whose implications we will use, but we will not use its supergravity version in detail and refer to [20] for a complete discussion. What we will use is the matrix theory version -already described in section 2 -as well as the following implication: the energy of a BPS state (in these theories) is exactly equal to the value computed classically. Thus the energy of a Kaluza-Klein mode is determined by the usual relation for a massless relativistic particle,
An equally explicit computation for the membrane would of course require introducing the solution, but the result has a simple intuitive statement: the energy of a wrapped membrane is equal to a constant membrane tension multiplied by the area of the twosurface over which it is wrapped:
We described in words the BPS states with unit charge, but BPS states with general quantized charge can also exist and it is a dynamical question whether or not they do.
However there is a very strong hypothesis which leads to constraints: that of "U-duality."
Let us explain this in the first non-trivial case of d = 3.
From what we have said so far, the moduli space of compactifications on T 3 should be
with the last R factor corresponding to C 123 . The energy of a BPS state would be given by the sum of (6.4) and (6.5). As a physical observable this must be SL(3, Z) invariant and indeed both expressions together with the lattice of allowed charges (e i , m jk ) ∈ Z have manifest SL(3, Z) symmetry.
However, the full analysis leads to three corrections to the previous paragraph. First, the two contributions (6.4) and (6.5) to the energy actually add in quadrature. This is not hard to understand, by a standard argument relating the energy to central charges of the supersymmetry algebra, but would require a detour and we instead refer to [20] . Second, the complete energy formula has additional terms. It is*
The Cem cross term comes from a higher dimensional version of a familiar effect in standard gauge theory. In a constant gauge field background A i , the canonical momentum p i for a particle with charge q is modified from (−i/2π)∂ i to (−i/2π)∂ i + qA i . Exactly the same happens here, with qA i identified with C iab .
The expression (6.6) still has SL(3, Z) symmetry, and a new Z symmetry
directly analogous to those which lead to compactness of moduli spaces of flat connections.
It is a particular case of the general statement that for compactification on M,
for every three-cycle Σ ∈ M. † Finally, by writing m i = 1 2 ǫ ijk m jk , V = (det g) 1/2 and (6.6) as 8) we see that it also has an Z 2 symmetry which acts as
* for BPS states preserving 16 supersymmetries; in general there are further corrections. † Physically, this is usually justified by observing that the action of a 'membrane instanton' wrapped on Σ, a three-dimensional solution of the Euclidean form of (6.1), will differ by 2πin between these configurations. A mathematical discussion is given in [22] , where relations like (6.7) are made precise by interpreting equivalence classes of these objects as elements in a smooth Deligne cohomology group. See also [23] .
This combines with the Z symmetry to generate the group SL(2, Z).
The complete symmetry group
is the U-duality group in d = 3, the largest discrete symmetry preserving the charge lattice and BPS energy formula, and the non-trivial claim is that the full M theory respects this symmetry, so that the true moduli space of compactifications on T 3 is SL(3, Z)\SL(3, R)/SO(3) × F . In particular, this implies that the multiplicity of BPS states for each charge is invariant under U duality. Much evidence has been found for this conjecture, and its many generalizations to arbitrary d and non-toroidal compactifications.
There are two "proofs" in the case of d = 3. The original argument came from the relation of this theory to superstring theory. The basic relation is that compactification of M theory on S 1 produces the IIa superstring theory, with the membrane wrapped on S 1 becoming the string. One can show to all orders in string perturbation theory that this theory enjoys a T-duality symmetry which acts on the BPS states as above.
Another argument comes from matrix theory, to which we turn.
M theory in the IMF and Matrix theory
The BFSS model defines M theory in the infinite momentum frame (IMF). This means that only a subgroup SO(1, 1) × SO(9) ⊂ SO(1, 10) of Lorentz invariance is manifest. Let x + and x − be two coordinates on which SO(1, 1) acts by rescaling
∂/∂x ± are null Killing vectors). Let p + = −i∂/∂x + and p − = −i∂/∂x − be the conjugate momenta, so the usual relativistic relation p 2 = m 2 becomes
The gauge theory Hamiltonian is interpreted as generating translation in x + ("light-cone time"), so energy in the sense of gauge theory becomes p + . The momentum p − is then identified with N , the rank of the gauge group, as p − = N/R where R is the normalization parameter in (3.3), sometimes called the "radius of the light-cone dimension x − ."
We first explain the description of the BPS states we described above. Particles in the supergravity multiplet are massless and (6.10) becomes p + = R/2N i p 2 i . For N = 1 this is the dynamics of a single eigenvalue of the matrix governed by the quantum mechanics (3.3) . To get the entire spectrum, there must be a unique zero energy bound state in matrix quantum mechanics for each N > 1. The "center of mass" degrees of freedom Tr X have free dynamics and a state with center of mass momentum p i = Tr P i , using
More generally, we could consider models with the same spectrum of zero energy bound states, but in which the center of mass is described by supersymmetric quantum mechanics on a target space M. These will have an interpretation as M theory compactified
The additional charges e i and m ij of toroidal compactification must be identified with the additional conserved charges of p + 1 super Yang-Mills theory. The correspondance is
We can now state the matrix theory argument [4, 24] for the U-duality group (6.9).
From the general discussion in section 3, the BFSS model compactified on T 3 is a U (N )
super Yang-Mills theory in 3 + 1 dimensions with maximal supersymmetry, compactified on the dual torusT 3 . The SL(3, Z) acts in the obvious way onT 3 . Furthermore, this 3 + 1 SYM is believed to enjoy an SL(2, Z) duality symmetry, acting on the charged states and parameters precisely as above. The combination iV + C 123 is identified with the complex gauge coupling.
Duality in M theory with a compact null dimension
How does the discussion of section 6.1 change if we take into account all the moduli which preserve the IMF subgroup of Lorentz symmetry
The maximally supersymmetric backgrounds will again be characterized by constant G AB and C ABC , but now we can allow A = + or A = − in addition to the previous
The deformations with A = + are physically trivial as this dimension is not compact.
By suitable choice of coordinates and gauge transformation we can set them to zero. On the other hand, it is useful to keep them with this understanding.
The deformations g −i and C −ij are non-trivial. Turning on g −i would be very interesting but we will confine ourselves to a short comment about this at the end of the section.
What we will claim is that turning on C −ij corresponds to deforming the commuting torus to the noncommuting torus. More precisely, we will make the following identification:
The constant of proportionality in this relation is determined by identifying the periodicity θ ij ∼ θ ij + 1 with the periodicity (6.7) and R = dx − 1.
In this and the next subsection we discuss M theory properties of these additional moduli. In particular, we ask whether the U-duality group for compactification on T 2 is larger than SL(2, Z). Clearly it will be a subgroup of that for T 3 and the maximal subgroup which would preserve the distinguished direction x − is the subgroup SL(2, Z) C ⊂ SL(3, Z)
times the non-classical SL(2, Z) N .
1
We conjecture that a non-classical SL(2, Z) N , generated by the transformations θ → θ + 1 and θ → −1/θ, is present. Our original motivation for this claim was the relation to gauge theory on the noncommutative torus and the relation (6.12). In section 4 we saw that the Teichmuller space for the noncommutative torus admitted two commuting SL(2, Z) actions, which will become exactly the SL(2, Z) C and SL(2, Z) N actions in the matrix theory interpretation.
Let us go on however to discuss arguments purely in the context of M theory, before returning to this interpretation. Now there is already evidence that the multiplicities of BPS states can have such enhanced duality symmetries [26] . Indeed, we will propose an SL(2, Z) N S-duality action on the charges which is a particular case of the U-duality proposed there (reduced from T 3 to T 2 compactification). We will be able to go on and propose an action on the moduli space which leads to a symmetry of the mass formula and thus is a candidate for an exact duality of M theory, but only in the case θ = 0.
It is pointed out in [26] that the action of the full U-duality group involves an additional class of BPS state -membranes wrapped about one transverse dimension (say x i ) and the x − dimension, or longitudinal membranes. These also correspond to particles which carry a new conserved charge; let us call it m i− . For zero C ij− their contribution to the mass formula is known (following [26] ) and the simplest possibility is that it is independent of C ij− , which is compatible with the duality. 2 We have not derived this independently from M theory, but it would follow from the noncommutative gauge theory under the assumptions in section 5.
The mass formula for BPS states then becomes
The term Ω stands for an arbitrary linear term
which can be produced by modifications to the Hamiltonian such as (2.3):
The term α corresponds to an additional boost in the light-cone plane, while the other terms are trivial background fields, which could be eliminated by gauge transformations.
We now apply the transformation From this follow
Then (6.13) becomes
(6.15)
where Ω transforms intoΩ in an obvious way.
The n 2 term can be turned into a θ 2 m 2 term like the one appearing in (6.13) by adding a termΩ ∝ (n + θm). The powers of θ will then cancel if a = −2/3 and b = −1/3, and we rescale p ⊥ → θ −1/3 p ⊥ . A simple relation following from (6.14) is
Thus this combined transformation of the parameters is a symmetry of the BPS spectrum. As we discussed above, although the terms inΩ do have interpretations as backgrounds, they are not really gauge invariant. The gauge invariant physical predictions are expressed in (6.14).
Relation to T-duality
Another argument for duality under SL(2, Z) N uses the relation to string theory. The basic relation is that M theory compactified on S 1 ×M becomes type IIa superstring theory on M. By analogy with the p = 3 case we can try to interpret the S-duality transformation (6.14) as double T duality, but now acting on the null torus S 1 × S 1 − . This fits well with the proposed action θ → −1/θ. We want to interpret it as the zero volume limit of the usual T-duality relation iV + B → −1/(iV + B), and indeed the volume of a null torus is V = 0.
There is a strong analogy to the case of T-duality with a compactified time dimension, discussed by Moore. In [27] it was shown that in this case T-duality acts ergodically on the moduli space, and the relevance of noncommutative geometry to this situation was even pointed out! Let us proceed to verify the T-duality by world-sheet computation. The bosonic part of the action for a type II string on S
and we take 0 ≤ X − , X b ≤ 2π). We then T-dualize the coordinates (X − , X b ) in the usual way, which results in an action written in terms of the inverse metric (G + B)
As noted before, this transformation is quite singular for θ = 0.
We now takeX − andX b to be the new null and space-like coordinates (implicitly exchanging the two indices) and find the action
The end result is the expected effect θ → −1/θ. To get an M theory relation for the old and new radii, let us combine the two transformation laws we found, keeping in mind that the combinations which appear in the action (and should transform at fixed α ′ ) are
This suggests the combined transformation
This agrees with the result we found in the previous subsection. In particular it is symmetric in R a and R b , a non-trivial test.
Matrix theory on the noncommutative torus
To summarize sections 3 and 4, we found that we can deform the commutative torus T d to a noncommutative torus specified by the metric g ij and d(d−1)/2 additional parameters λ ij = exp 2πiθ ij . We now propose to define a matrix theory in terms of the corresponding gauge theories of section 5, in exactly the way conventional gauge theory is used. In particular we take the gauge coupling g 2 Y M = 1/V , and interpret the parameters (p, q) (in d = 2) of the module H p,q as conserved charges in space-time.
Since these theories are continuous deformations of the theory on the commuting torus, it is plausible that the same spectrum of zero-brane bound states exists and that the space-time interpretation is a deformation of that for the commuting torus. The center of mass degrees of freedom are the transverse Tr X µ and the choice of constant curvature connection. As we discussed, the moduli space of constant curvature connections is a commuting torus with flat metric, and this commuting torus is the target space. However, since these theories have different physics from the standard toroidal compactifications, they must correspond to compactification on tori with background fields. The existence of BPS states preserving 16 supersymmetries requires G = 0, so the background fields can only be a constant three-form tensor C.
The background C ij+ = 0, C ij− = 0 has an evident realization in matrix theory. By the usual rules of canonical quantization, the LC Hamiltonian will be P + + C ij+ m ij , and such a term can be added to the Hamiltonian directly -it corresponds to the topological term (2.3) in the action.
Thus we conjecture that θ ij corresponds to the background C ij− as in (6.12) . The natural generalization of (6.11) is to identify
(6.17)
In particular, we identify the parameters of the module H p,q as m = N q = Tr F 12 , and n = N p as the canonical momentum for θ = 0. The dimension formula (3.10) then becomes p − = n R − C −ij m ij (6.18) which corresponds precisely to the expected contribution of a state with membrane number m ij to p − .
The formula (5.14) for the energies of BPS states in the gauge theory, then precisely reproduces (6.13), the expected energies in M theory, and we have already verified the SL(2, Z) C × SL(2, Z) N symmetry of this formula under (6.14). Thus, if gauge theory on the noncommuting torus can be quantized respecting these symmetries (and satisfying our other assumptions), the U-duality of M theory on a null circle will follow from this matrix theory definition.
Although we made certain assumptions in section 5, there are several unambiguous predictions of the formalism (most notably, the formula (6.18)) which already serve as non-trivial tests of the conjecture.
It can be shown that classically, the volume of the moduli space of flat connections transforms as V → V /θ 2 . This fits with the scaling in (6.14) in the following sense. The rescaling of p ⊥ implies that we are rescaling all transverse lengths by l → θ 1/3 l; if we follow that with V → V /θ 2 we get (6.14).
Let us mention another test which may be possible with the classical theory. This is to repeat the discussion of [6] of light-cone gauge fixing for the supermembrane in this background, and see if the result is equivalent to (5.8). The problem is that the three-form coupling C −ij dX − ∧ dX i ∧ dX j involves the coordinate dX − , which is determined by differential constraints, leading to an apparently more complicated non-local action. It would be quite interesting to prove or disprove the equivalence of these two actions.
Finally, we note that the V → 0 limit of the 2 + 1-dimensional theory should be interpreted as IIb superstring theory [5] , and the parameter θ will become a mixed component g 10,− of the metric. In a sense, this interpretation exchanges the roles of the two commutative tori of section 4; SL(2, Z) C becomes a non-classical duality, while the even torus becomes the target space. The conjectured full Lorentz invariance of this model would follow if in this limit (large dual volume and strong coupling), the low energy physics becomes independent of θ.
Conclusions
In this work we have described a specific connection between M theory and noncommutative geometry.
From the matrix theory point of view, we showed that the noncommutative torus appears naturally, on the same footing as the standard torus, to yield new solutions to the problem of toroidal compactification of the BFSS model.
We then gave a concrete description of this generalization, in terms of a class of deformations of gauge theory characterized by an additional two-form parameter. The existing determination of the Teichmuller space of flat noncommutative tori (in dimension 2) admits a natural action of SL(2, Z) × SL(2, Z), which suggests a corresponding duality in the associated gauge theories. Given certain plausible assumptions, the masses of BPS states in these theories indeed have this duality symmetry.
Finally, we argued that M theory compactification on a torus and a light-like circle has a very similar generalization, which had not been considered previously. It is also determined by a two-form parameter -the integral of the three-form of M theory along the light-like circle. We found evidence for an SL(2, Z) × SL(2, Z) duality symmetry in these compactifications, both in that it is a symmetry of the mass formula for certain BPS states, and in that it is a sensible form of T-duality in the related IIa superstring theory.
Since this is an allowed background, in the context of matrix theory the question "what deformation of gauge theory corresponds to this generalization" deserves an answer. The similarity of the two generalizations lead us to the conjecture that gauge theory on the noncommutative torus is the answer.
In the absence of other candidates, a true believer in matrix theory might even regard this as significant evidence for its existence as a quantum theory. However, we should not rest satisfied with this argument, as these theories have a quite concrete definition (5.8) and it is fairly clear how to decide whether or not they are perturbatively renormalizable.
We have only made a preliminary investigation of this question and can only state that the obvious arguments against it (for example, that these are higher derivative theories with a priori bad ultraviolet behavior) appear to be simplistic.
In addition to the matrix theory motivation it would clearly be quite important to find any sensible deformation of maximally supersymmetric gauge theory. These theories in a sense allow continuously varying the rank N of the gauge group, and realize symmetries relating sectors of different N . Furthermore, since they are particularly simple (non-'t Hooft) large N limits of conventional gauge theory, they could also be interesting in the study of the large N limit in general.
This very specific link between M theory and noncommutative geometry suggests that noncommutative geometry could be the geometrical framework in which M theory should be described. One way to carry this forward would be to translate matrix theory into the framework of spectral triples in noncommutative geometry. This is based on the Dirac operator D ≡ Γ i X i and a simple equation characterises the D's corresponding to commutative and noncommutative spaces.
The physical test of the framework will be to see if the natural constructions it suggests have sensible physical interpretations. A straightforward generalization of the work here would be to use deformations of gauge theory on a curved manifold parameterized by a Poisson structure, or closed two-form. We expect that these will have the same interpretation as closed three-form backgrounds in M theory. It will be quite interesting to see if the new features of matrix theory apparent in compactification on T p with p > 3 or on curved space have equally direct analogs in the framework of noncommutative geometry.
